
 

Exterior light fixtures as diverse as your structures

Würzburg lead light fixtures, small exterior light fixtures, structurally based on our interior light 
fixtures. These can be supplied for the all-purpose bulb as well as for compact luminophore 
bulbs, ex factory. In this series, wall-mounted as well as suspended exterior light fixtures can 
be made. Ceiling-mounted exterior light fixtures are possible as a custom-made fixture.

Würzburg lead light fixtures, with a wall arm or as upright exterior light fixtures. These 
larger wall-mounted light fixtures are kept in place by a hot-dip-galvanised wall arm or mast in 
front of the building wall – and with that, also somewhat illuminate the building itself. Due to 
their design, these light fixtures can be equipped with the all-purpose bulb as well as for 
compact luminophore bulbs, sodium-vapour high-pressure bulbs and halogen high-pressure 
bulbs.
Würzburg manufactory light fixtures. These larger wall-mounted light fixtures also feature 
a wall-mount arm and/or are mounted to a mast and can (just as the Würzburg lead lamps) be 
equipped with the all-purpose bulb as well as for compact luminophore bulbs, sodium-vapour 
high-pressure bulbs and halogen high-pressure bulbs. As a supplement to this series, 
suspended exterior light fixtures can be supplied as a custom-made fixture.

The light fixtures with a wall-mount arm or mast can also be equipped with light-guiding 
elements such as refractors.

The following panes can be applied to the light fixtures:

Insect-repellent panes
Acrylic glass
Hand-blown panes
Glass cylinders: clear, partially matted or completely matted

Please enquireas to the various possibilities for the light-fixture types which appeal to you.

Light fixtures with energy-saving bulbs are found simply in our Product search, by entering 
""TC"", ""HIT"" etc. to the field ""Keyword search"". You can also select exterior light fixtures 
via the product type. Please note that currently, not all available light fixtures are included in 
the database.

You will find further information on practical lighting in the following sections:Energy-efficient 
lighting and Light planning

 
 

Another classic, the WB 
81/W 10-2 – here, in the 
castle at Torgau.

The WM 03/SL 1 A at a stable in Graditz. The WM 03/SL 1 A in a 
detailed view

 

The WB 79/W 5 A - a classic in the 
exterior light fixtures product family, at the 
Franziskushaus in Essen

The WM 02/W 1 An exterior light fixture 
from the manufactory series

The suspended light fixture WB 79/P 11 
as an exterior light fixture at the 
Schloßhotel Steinhöfel
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